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HISTORY
In 1952 the Associated Students
gave the University $50,000 to set
up a University bookstore. At that
time, there were several bookstores;
one was on campus; that sold
textbooks. Then, as now, students
felt the price of books to be
exorbitant. Because of this student
council added that, "profits, if any"
would revert to the University. But
as the contingencies of time
dictated - the lack of funds to run
the Union became pre-eminent- the
original philosophy and intent of the
bookstore was changed. Bookstore
inventory and profits grew. Today
the bookstore grosses nearly $2
million annually with 13 percent of
that profit, a far cry from the
original directive.
PRESENT
The University is again changing
directions. A specific Union fee will
be put into the tuition and fee
structure so that the Union's
overhead will be more equitably
gathered, and bookstore pricing
policies will now change.
FUTURE
But what happens now? The
administration is about to create a
new policy of pricing - much the
same as 1952. Yet no planning for
future contingencies has occurred.
What is lacking from the proposal is
direct student input into the central
operation of the bookstore.
Let's approach the situation from
yet another angle.
The Union/bookstore exists solely
because of student money. The
building bonds, the day-to-day
operation of the present
Unionjbo.okstore are financed almost
1 0 0 percent through direct and
indirect student money. In the
Union Board there is a clear majority
of students and though the board is
chartered to recommend only, this
year for the first time in its history
the feeling of the board has differed

New Bookstore Proposal:.
Total Student Control

.Nelson's

(and at times greatly) with the Union

-.

director (who clearly has too much
power-he may veto the board's
decisions).
But this year the director is
conceding to the board's wishes. But
I would remind you that this is the
first director that has listened to the
board since its creation, and many
dangerously postponed changes rest
on this director's head because of the
unwillingness of former directors to
listen to the "recommendations" of
the board. It has taken 12 years and
three directors to establish the
relationship that now exists. 12 years
is ridiculous - this informal
recommending power does not work
well in practice as the 12 year
history of the Union Board will
testify. Hopefully with the board's
constitutional revision committee a
clearly laid out power of the board
would be hiring and firing of the
Union director.
WHAT IS TO BE DONE
In the bookstore's situation, it is
even more important to establish a
board where students are part of the
hub of power. The reasons?
First, the students have to buy
textbooks at the University
bookstore - they have no choice of
purchase because other bookstores
do not and cannot buy textbooks as
a sideline to their main book-buying
public.
Secondly, because not only did
students give money to establish this
bookstore (that's why it was named
the Associated Students' Bookstore),
but through the store's monopoly
student money (not the taxpayers')
built it into a huge corporation
grossing $2 million a year. Yet we
have no recognized input into the
operation.
As members of the student
governments we feel the most urgent
need to have a board governing the
bookstore which does the following:
1) Provides student input directly
into the decision making center of
the bookstore;
2) Provides a formal focus for

Letter
To Students

..

'

By ERIC NELSON
We have received word from
President Ferrel Heady's office that
he will refuse the contract power of
the bookstore board proposal.
Instead he will dilute the proposal
to "advisory" powers.
In essence this will make the
bookstore operation responsible to
U NM 's bureaucrats, the central
administration. Students are
allowed to sit on a board, to kenly,
and "suggest that they hope the
University will take into account
the students' position and therefore
hopefully . . . " Bullshit. The
proposal we submitted to Heady is
quite reaonable.
What we said is that "good
intentions" now, in 1971, are not
enough. When the bookstore was
begun in 1952 to combat high
prices, students thought they had
solved the problem of exorbitant
rates. But soon those students
graduated and left, and because
they had no voice in the
bookstore's regulation, the
administration had free reign to
raise the profit margin to the
bookstore in order to make uo
the money that was being lost in
the Union (largely because of
mismanagement within the Union).
Do not be led astray by the fact
that the University had agreed to a
"break even" policy with the
bookstore in 1971. The University
agreed to one in 1952.
An advisory board is bullshit.
Any move to exclude students from
decisions which affect our lives is
bullshit.
If you let Heady make that
decision, then you deserve all the
head-stomping that "the man"
hands down. If we together don't
join to make the bookstore
monopoly respond to the student
body, then bureaurcracy wins again
and students are still niggers.
It's your right to control your
life, do it!
ASUNM meets with Heady at
9:30 a.m. Friday, March 19 in his
office; come and tell the man what
you feel.

complaints - along with the power
to effect change;
3) Creates a new relationship
between the bookstore manager and
the students; the manager must be
responsible to the students.
Without all of these provisions
included within a board which would
hire or fire the manager while leaving
the day .. to-day policies and
management free from control (the
board would only recommend in
these matters), without these areas
covered the University only backlogs
the growing mountain of changes it
must make if it is to survive.
We as students are demanding a
greater voice in the affairs of the
University and specifically those
areas which directly affect students'
lives.
COMPOSITION AND POWERS
OF THE BOARD
The board should consist of all
major constituents of the
University- but should remain
small.
Students: Student would chair; no
vote except ties, two ASUNM
representatives, one GSA
representative.
F acuity: One member Faculty
Policy Committee, one at large.
Administrators: Comptroller or
his appointee.
Manager: ex-officio with no vote.
The board would be responsible
for:
1) Receiving reports from the
bookstore manager concerning the
operation, finances and any policy
changes. The manager is to make any
information regarding store policy or
financing figures available to the
board.
2) The board has recommending
po\\-..,rs concerning management and
suggest changes of day-to-day policy
of the store.
3) The manager's contract is
effective for periods not longer than
one year which must be approved by
a majority of the members of the
board. Under no circumstances will
the administration sign, negotiate or
raise managerial salaries without
prior board approval. (Unless it is an
across the board raise; i.e., the cost
of living increase.)
4) The board hears any and all
complaints from the University
community.
To point out in conclusion: The
history of the bookstore since its
inception reflects a lack of student
input throughout the last 12 years.
Though student money created
the bookstore, we were excluded
from the process of decision making.
Now when UNM is ready to make a
major change, it is time to include
students in that process.
We are asking for a board to be
given powers of contract over the
bookstore manager. The only way
we can make the manager
responsible to the community is by
being able to cancel further dealings
with him.
We are the major body affected by
the bookstore. We must have the
majority say in those areas which
control our lives.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
ASUNM Vice President
Sam Johnson
GSA President Bert Hansen
GSA Vice President
Jim O'Neill

* *

Discover Amer~ca.
It's 3,000
smiles wide.
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~~rrsnooping on Civilians Termed ~Illegimate'
Assistant Attorney General Questions Army's Use of Surveillance

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Assistant
Attorney General William H.
Rehnquist said Wednesday the
constitution does not protect
American citizens against
government surveillance.
" Reprehensible" as spying on
peaceful assemblies may be, he
testified, the presence of government
agents at antiwar rallies or other
meetings does not interfere with a
citizen's rights of free speech,
assembly and association.
. Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr.
(D-N.C.) of the Senate constitutional

rights subcommittee, sharply political leaders and maintaining
disagreed as his panel continue dossiers on a church congregationhearings on undercover snooping was "illegitimate."
against civilians by Army intelligence
But he maintained that an
agents- a function that has now individual's right of free speech is
been handed over to the Justice not curtailed by a listening and
Department.
watching government agent. Only
"If I understand your position," when the government tries to impose
Ervin told Rehnquist, "the a "sanction" against an individual
government could put a tail on me, can he have a case that his
follow me everywhere I went and.,~\ constitutional rights were violated.
· ·.., "When the Army was doing things
have no legal remedy."
Rehnquist said he felt surveillance of this nature, and it was fairly
of civilians as it was practiced by the widely known, it didn't stop
Army - including snooping on. 2 50;~opo people from coming to
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Washington to protest the war in
Vietnam and exercising their First
Amendment rights," Rehnquist said.
Ervin contended the presence of
government agents at rallies -in one
case 62 Army spies out of a crowd of
119, with five helicopters circling
overhead - could be as much a
sanction as ordering a man to stop
speaking.
"It was an illegitimate use of
government powers," Rehnquist
said. "But I do not think it amounts
to a constitutional violation of the
first amendment."
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LUSC Gets Do Pass
By 4-3 Vote Margin
SANTA FE- The House Education Committee yesterday
by a 4 to 3 vote gave a "do pass" recommendation to a bill to
continue the Legislative Universities Study Committee
(LUSC) which was founded two years ago in the wake of
"The Love Lust Poem" controversy at UNM.
The LUSC request for $50,000 was cut in Senate Finance
last week. However, the committee has $20,000 left from last
year's allocation which will be used to fund the committee
through the next year should the measure pass the House
today.
The allocation pays expenses of the committee members,
and salary and expenses of the technical, legal and clerical
assistants who serve them.
.
In other business, the Senate passed a bill which would add

Phutn lw Chtr{']\ Feil

Kafka's "Trial''

Shown in a secne from "The Trial" is Karen Klett who plays Ms.
Grubaeh. The play will be show performed March 18-21 in the Fine
Arts Center Recital Hall. Curtain time each night is 8:15 p.m.

Senate Passes Faculty Pay Limit

two non-voting student members to the Board of Educational
Finance for a term of one year.
The students would be eithe1· graduate or undergraduate
student body presidents from among the state's six
universities. Each university would be represented on the
board at least once every five years.
The Senate also passed a federal voting rights compliance
act.
The act allows New Mexico residents under 21 to vote in
federal elections, as provided by federal law.

31-0 Vote Sends Biii to King
A bill which limits payment for services
not rendered by faculty members has been
passed by the Senate, 31-0.
House bill 327, introduced by Rep. Bill
O'Donnell (D-Dona Ana) stipulates public
funds cannot be used to pay faculty unless
they have been excused. Sick leave,
"customary, traditional and legal holidays,
weekends and sabbaticals" are excused
absences mentioned in the bilL
The bill states its intent is to "insure full
service be given by faculty members and
employes of a state higher educational
institution in keeping with the published

calendar of the institution."
O'Donnell introduced the bill following
debate in the Legislative Universities Study
Committee about whether or not faculty
members should be paid for the days lost
last spring during the strike. The committee
was concerned about faculty members'
actions during the strike.
The bill concurs with present Regents'
policy about payment for unexcused
absences.
House bill 327 previously passed the
House and now awaits the governor's
signature.

)'
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'No Quorum' Halts Senate Action
For the second time in three weeks the
ASUNM Senate failed to get a quorum and
could conduct no official business.
However, Alumni Director Bub Henry
asked the members present for a Senate
resolution next week which would set apart
two weekends a year for alumni events on
campus.
"I would like one weekend to be
Homecoming and the other a spring date to
develop a particular program for alumni.
Because the Homecoming budget next year
will be cut or completely destroyed, I'm
asking that you let alumni run that
weekend," Henry said.
Henry told the members that if Senate
sanctioned an alumni Homecoming weekend
run by and paid by the alumni "those who
are against it wouldn't destroy it."
Thursday, March 18, 1971

C. L. Glines, the director of the ASUNM
Statistics and Research Committee, also
asked Senate members for a directive as to
what the executive committee should
survey.
"We sent out an opinion poll and we
haven't received one answer from Senate as
to what Statistics and Reseru.'ch should do,"
Glines said.
Next week Senate is expected to confirm
members of the Elections Commission ·and
set a date for a possible special election on a
new ASUNM Constitution.
Senate will also hear requests for
allocations to Las Chicanas, the Presidential
Contingency fund, the Black Studies
Department and the GSA-ASUNM Poetry
series.

Photo by Chuck Foil

Persistence

Vines clinging to a wall are no
impediment for a pair of gloves
with perseverance and
determination.
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Prof Predicts New Moral Codes
Will Permit Variegated Patterns of Sex Life
NEW YORK- A prominent
sociologist has predicted the
establishment of new moral codes
in the "foreseeable future" which
will permit "Highly variegated"
patterns of sex, marriage and:
family life in America,
Writing in the February issue of'
Redbook magazine, John F.
Cuber of Ohio State University
reported that a study he
conducted among college students
showed they no longer accept
legal, ecclesiastical or parental
codes but instead adhere to "the
moral and practical propriety of
sexual life-styles."
Explaining the difference

TRADE THIS!

6917 LomasN.E.
3400 Central S.E.

For Any 15¢ Drinl<
With a 79¢ Arby's

between today's "sexual
revolution" and that of the 20's
and 30's, Cuber said, "There is a
profound difference between
someone who breaks the rules and
someone who does not accept the
rules ... and the members of this
generation ... simply do not
accept the rule any longer." Their
revolution is already affecting the
lives of all of us, he declared,
Although many young people
do not wish to engage in
"forbidd<!n acts," they strongly
believe that every individual
should be free to make his own
choice. "They assert the moral
right-indeed, the moral
obligation- of each person to
work out his own code, or lack of
one, and they grant him the right
to live by it as long as there is no
harm to other people."
Cuber described our future
society as one in which "the
nuclear family- a father,· a
mother and children- will
certainly persist. But some groups
will live in communes where
paternity is deliberately
unrecognized and where uvequal
numbers of men, women and
children remain more or less
permanently attached to one
another,

.................
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SIMMS BUILDING
247·4406

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit

t<eduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to 8\1,'' x 11 ,
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organizati-11
'~arts, oversized periodicals and book~.

NEW

NEW

NEW

Glad Rags Discount Fabrics
403 Copper N.W.
(Copper at Fourth)

LOW
PRICES

LOW
PRICES
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An original version of "Space
Odyssey," complete with Moog
Synthesizer will be presented at
8:15p.m. Thursday, March 25 by
the Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra.
A special light show will be
projected on side and cetltl'r
screens during the performance of
"Space Odyssey" and "Tiw
Planets," by Gustav Holst.
The Moog Synthesizer will be
played by John Robb, retired
dean of the UNM fine arts
department.

down to your last
and don't know how
to spend it?
SAVE IT!
The Big Spring
Sale starts this
:\fonday at the
UN?I-1 Bookstore!
You can buy LP
records, sweatshirts,
pantyhose and
stationery for
the cheapest prices
in town!
·
All this with
selected paperbacks
sold by the pound!
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r State's Economy Ready
For Apparel Industry
h

/.

MONJW
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~QUIPMENT

Announces the opening of store No. 2
at Cornell and Central.

of 7GH2 in I 970, arl• n·portecl to
be a strong ind ucem<'nt to Jl!'W
apparel plants.
In addition, the cost of living
and the averagl? we~?kly wage in
the state are below the national
average.
New Mt•xico has good access to
many major midwestern, southern
and western cities. The study
notes 14 of the state's urban
centers are served by major
airlines, and the state has good
bus, rail and trucking systems.
In addition, the report states
New Mexico is presently
experiencing a building boom,
especially in multi-unit dwellings.
All public schools are accredited,
colleges, vocational schools and
adult education programs are
abundant and special schools for
the handicapped are available.
New Mexico is also considered
by the report to rank high in good
environmental factors.
The publication is available at
the BB R, Institute of Social
Research and Development at
UNM for $3.
A committee is a body that
keeps minutes and wastes hours.

<~btmn (•mrloymC'nt with

Conunhmion

on Population

commission, hl'adcd by John D.
RockefPllcr III, will bt• submitted
in its final rl'port a year from
now.
"Despite the pervasive impact
of population growth on every
facet of Ameriean life," the
commission said, "The United
States has never developed a
deliberate policy on the subject.
"Th(> tension between
population and the economy,
population and the environment,
population and government
servicC's, is with us at all timl's ...
whether we wish to alter it or to
live with it, we eanuot afford to
ignore it."
The commission was created by
Congrl'ss in March, 1970, at the
request of President Nixon. In its
interim report, the panel said that
while the population stood at 204
million according to last year's
census, it probably will grow
eventually to 300 million
regardless of any policy that may
be established.
Whether the population will

Orchestra Concert

*
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Growth and tlw American I•'uturc.
Detailed proposals of the

The UNM Chamber Orchestra
will present a concert Sunday
March 21, at 8:15p.m. in Popejoy
Hall. GPueral Admission is $1.50,
students 50 cent.s.

5003 Menaul NE

... -·.~ ··~"·.,.
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Open 9-7

Fri. 'til9 PM

268-4227
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me ude improved flood control
crop inventories, monitoring and
control of crop diseases, and
improved resour·ce management ·n
1
arid regions of the Southwest.
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Why not give your Bunny
a carat for Easter
jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual"
TELEPHONE

(across Menaul from Coronado Center)
261:1-4480
6609 MENAUL

N.E.

BLVD.,

n<•arly n billion 100 y<•n\·s h<'nl('c- an

n result.
death,"

of "exct'!Ss birth over

The commission made it clear
that it deplored the possibility of
such future population leaps.
Even relatively small growth has
caused complications.
"Our view, at this stage of our
work," the commission said, "is
that the population growth of the
magnitude we have had since WW
II has aggravated many of the
nation's problems and made their
solution more difficult."

New Mexico Lobo
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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The New Mexico Lobo is
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of the University year by the Board
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Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
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An exciting look for her
Fashions designed for
guys and gals.

$49.99
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Buy at either store, pick up ~t the store most convenient to you.

photographs of archeological sites
to develop remote sensing
systems.
.Th~se: syste'?s will assist
SCientists m applymg archeological
data to. ?etermine site locations,
c_omposJtJOn and distribution of
Sites, and other information,
Be~ause. of the influx. of
to uosts .Into New Mexico
ar cheo logJ~al and _fore~t area,
rem~~e sensmg also IS bemg used
to a1d ecology studies which will
be n~eded to plan conservation
practiC~s.
Aenal photographs of the
earth's surf~ce are considered to
be. the earliest of remote se~sor.
data._112 years have passed smce
the f1rst of such photographs was
taken from a ballo.on.
. Although massive am~unts of
literature on remote sensmg ~ave
eee~ a~cumu]ated, people ~re jUSt
egmmng. t'? learn ho~ 1t may
affect the1r hves and environment.
In the Imperial Valley of
California, infrared photographs
taken from an altitude of 10 miles
are ~ei?g used to study crop
conditions. By studying the
photographs, scientists can
determine the types of crops in
the ara, which fields are not being
used, and even the health of a
particular crop in a specific area
of the valley.
At a two-day seminar workshop
on the Arizona Regional
Ecological Test Site Experiment
held in Tucson in November'
'

which will be useful in the design
and implementation of future
Earth R
T h
·
esources
ec nology
Satellites (ERTS).

1¢ buddy sale, buy one at reg·. price get one for 1¢
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Lyons and Snead met with other
.
representatives from industry
government business and
universities in the Southwest to
review work done in the area of
resource and environmental data
d t d
an
o evelop experiment plans
for the future.
d The test site e ffo l't was
esigned to provide information

Introductory Sale!

With Every

EMPLOYMENT
~omrtimrB difficult

; i

rise by another 100 million to 400
million "may be determined by
what Americans do about family
size and population in the next
couple of decades," the interim
report said.
A difference of just one child
per family, on the average, "will
have enormous consequences not
only for total population but for
demands that will be placed on
society in t.he years ahl'ad," the
commission reported.
For example, a policy
permitting three·child families
would rl'sult in a population of

interested in learning techniques,
others at UNM are actively
d
engage inusingremotesensingto
study the earth's surface.
Lyons, an anthropologist
and dJreccor of development at
the Nat. ional Aeronautics and
Space Administration-funded
UNM Technology Appl' t'
c en t er, IS· using space andICaaerial
JOn

"~"Coke

AND

"' ~·._· ..·.'.

WASHINGTON (UPI)- A
White House panel said
Wednesday that U.S. population
growth has aggravated the
country's social, environmental
and economic problems and made
their solution more difficult.
U urged the nation to start
developing an explicit policy on
population. Oth!"rwise, under
certain circumstances, the number
of Aml'ricans may rise lo a billion
a cC'ntury ht•ncP.
This recommendation was
madt• in an intPrim report to
Presidl'nt Nixon and Congress by

Astronomy students take their
turn in the campus observatory
early in the week. Tonight the
observatory is open to th(> public
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Thl'
telescope will be focussed on the
Orion nebulae,

Observatory

New stereo store opening April5 across from UNM.
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On U.S. Growth Problems

New Mexico has all th<'
necessary resources to develop a
thriving apparel industry,
according to a report jointly
released by the UNM Bureau of
Business Research (BBR) and the
Industrial Division of the
Department of Development
(DOD).
. Factors considered of primary
Importance by the apparel
industry are adequate labor
supply, community assistance
transportation services and
environmental quality, the report
stated.
Women are particularly
important to the industry because
of the manual dexterity involved.
The industry averages an
employment of 50 to 150
persons, and based on that
average, 33 New Mexico
communities offer an adequate
supply of workers, especially
women in the 18 to 54 age
bracket.
The report also stresses the fact
Radio Licenses
Examinations for all classes of only about 7.4 percent of New
commercial and amateur extra, Me~ico's labor force is employed
advanced and general radio in manufacturing as compared to
operator licenses will be the national average of 25
percent.
conducted here in April.
The educational level of women
Examinations are by
in
New Mexico is also relatively
appointment only, Applications
high,
a situation linked to a high
must reach the Denver office
before April 2, and are available productivity level in the apparel
on request of the FCC, 504 New mdustry, the study showed.
New Mexico's vocational
Customhouse, Denver, Colo.
schools, which had an enrollment
80202.

LOW
PRICES

r~~g~:R

Commission Urges Policy

Zarathustra" and "The Beaut.iful
Blue Danube Waltz" by Johann
Strauss, Jr.
The evening's soloist will be
violinist Charles Treger\ who will
play in the "Concerto No. One in
G Min or, for Violin and
Orchestra, Opus 26" by Max
Bruch.
As a member of the Pittsburth
Symphony Orchestra, Treger
toured 14 countries in Europe
and the Middle East. He is now
head of the string department at
the University of Iowa.
The orchestra will also play
"Octet for Wind Instruments" by
Igor Stravinsky.
Tickets are available at the
Albuquerque Symphony office,
3 017 Monte Vista Blvd. N.E.
Tickets are half price for UNM
students. The Albuquerque
Symphony office telephone
number is 265-3689.

ARE YOU

:,r·~~

Olo~~

Symphony Orchestra
To Present Version
Of 'Space Odyssey'

The,, orchestral presentations
will' include "Thus Spake

Quality Fabrics at Discount Prices

with the new disc~~i~~o~}~:~~-~~ls sc~~nti.fiC usde,. the technique of
sensing to surve
~-e ga 1.ermg an ~ntel')~reting remote
1
Y Pant hfe sensmg data 1s be
1t t
t
moisture in the Albuquerque area UNM
t f
t·1d aug1· ~Along with pilot traini
D 'd
a~ p~ o a Je course m
Rigg and Emmanual
;;:h
%f
seniors in geography to I '
. I t
h tl
b' . ' nea a so WI
infrared color photog~apho' aferthla
eac d .le su Ject as p~rt of a map
area a
• f
so
e rea Ing and all' photo
.
s par. 0 a problems course interpretation course.
111
geography·
"Because tl1e f1'eld
different
h The
· 1 course
d studied
, . 1's r elat'Ive ]Y
P ysica an
cultural new, we are 1Jm1ted in the
~eatur7s of the Albuquerque area usefulness of this techni ue,
mc!udmg land forms, towns and Snead said.
q •
agnculture, .
"In the field of rem t
. .
· · Another group of sfudents, Jed we are limited to pho~o;rs:;~~ni~
by graduates Gerald Wasser and black and white col r
d
Richard Eitzen, used the infrared because of the ex~e~s:~f
photographs in ground studies of the more exotic techniques " I
the area for a field course.
said.
' le
The ~oistur~ in plant life
Remote sensing uses not only
shows up 111 varymg shades of red photography, but other sensor
on the photographs. By studying systems such as infrared scanners,
the color patterns and comparing radar transmitters and receiver
t.hem to actual conditions of plant laser, radio and sonar equipm!ln~'
life the students were able to learn which are sensitive to a muc!{
a great deal about different types larger spectrum of color than is
of trees, crops and residential land visable to the human eye
use,
.
"0 nly large compa~ies and
T}1e aenal photographs are the government agencies can afford to
~as1s _for remote sensing, an use this type of equipment,"
~ncreasmgly important technique Snead said. "Howevei', the
In the study of such diverse techniques can be used for many
problems . as t.raffic congestion, things if we have p!lople who can
urba~ air pollution, mineral interpret the data. This is why it is
?epos1t locatiOns and crop yield SO important for today's student
Improvements.
to learn about remote sensing.,

"The casual, hedonistic
philosophy will continue to
at tract substantial numbers of
younger men and women; some
young married couples will engage
in organized and unorganized
mate-trading, Heterosexuality will
flourish side by side with
homosexuality.
"Shocking as it may seem to
many, I think we will simply have
to get used to neighbors and
children, students and colleagues,
patients and clients·· with
i d eo logies and !ife-sty Ies very,
very different from our own,"
Cuber contended in his Redbook
article.
"We have grown accustomed to
such differences with respect to
religious, political and social
philosophies- though not
without acrimony, bloodshed and
even war. We may as well prepare
with better grace to accept
diversity where se~ and marriage
and family are concerned."
Cuber, a professor of sociology
and anthropology at Ohio State, is
the author of "The Significant
Americans," an in-depth study of
marriage in the United States
which was first reported in
Redbook five years ago,

will lw 1dod tr' r)(j,J~tiTl thl' An· J•'llt('{• !tOT£' fltrJ
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Arts & Media

Amphetamines No Final Answer National Magazine Cites~

LANSING, Mich. ( UPI)Some teachers are substituting
drugs for lessons that challenge
the intellect of small children a
Michigan Department 'of
Education official said
Wednesday.
"There are many indications
that some of these so-called
hyperactive children who are
recommended by teachers for
medication are actually bored to
death in their classes," said Bert
Donaldson, director of programs
for emotionally disturbed
students.
"If teachers would challenge
these children as far as their
intellects could go, many would
straighten up," he said. "In other
instances, the work may be too
difficult. In ei.ther case, they're
bored to death."

Ochs Concert a Romping Success
Tuesday night's Tex Reed I
Family Lotus I Phil Ochs I Ark
Band concert in the Union
ballroom was almost four hours of
pleasantly terrific music.
With the exception of The Ark
Band's electric bass and the two
electric guitars they trotted out
for only three numbers, it was an
all-acoustic evening of guitars,
banjo, and piano, with not even a
drum in the house. Quite a
pleasant respite from the heavy
rock concerts here in numbers
recently. I love hard rock, but
only about half the time: it drains
you, and you have to turn back to
"natural" music for revitalization.
Anyone who still thinks you
need a wall of amplifiers to
achieve stompin', hand-clappin',
get- on - your- feet hard driving
music need only give a listen to
The Ark Band or The Family
Lotus. They lean toward folk and
country, but are just plain
dynamic musically.
Both groups are based in Santa
Fe, The Ark Band being California
refugees. The female lead vocalist

has a great though rather weak celebrants dancing in the
voice reminiscent of Mother southwest corner of the ballroom
Earth's Tracy Nelson, and at times to the dozen or so children
Victoria. At least two of her three cavorting uninhibitedly all over
fellow musicians (the bass player the stage and pulling out amplifiet·
seems a bit withdrawn) also have plugs to their hearts' delight, they
beautiful voices. Her brother (the seemed to be as entertained as
tall, facial hair-less one - sorry, I entertaining. They are three guys
didn't write down any names who play two guitars and a banjo,
because I was having too good a harmonize as beautifully as they
time . to bother with that . sing individually, and proudly
distracting journalisitc business) claim to be "pioneerin', hippie,
especially should sing out more. gypsy, peacenik, fearless, truckin',
Both he and the other guitar prayin' keepers of the dream"player evoke oohs and wows every or something like that. Most of
time they play; they wisely trade the audience wildly proclaimed
off on lead. Both can lay down their agreement with the ideal.
really fine blues licks.
There's a strong country flavor in
Two of their best numbers are their music, and like The Ark
(if I remember correctly) ones Band's it rests easy on the soul.
they wrote themselves- The pleased crowd shouted them
"Dreamin'" and "Rainmaker." back for an encore.
They also do a delightful version
A fellow named Tex Reed
of "Your Savin' Grace" that can started the show off at 7:30, but I
go on for half an hour and not lag arrived late and missed most of his
once; they used it for their final set. He's got a gutsy voice with
number.
good range, and what I heard
The Family Lotus had their
sounded pretty good. He got a big
family with them (naturally)- hand when he finished.
from the group "eee-hah!"-ing
The star billing of the show, of
course, went to veteran patriot turned - protest singer Phil Ochs.
Unfortunately, he has a rather
small following (due in great part
to his radical political stance) and
didn't draw the crowd even wierd
Captain Beefheart did. The short
notice on which the concert had
to be arranged didn't help either,
but the promoters said it was a
downtown
ninety-seven
bigger crowd than expected.
CENTRAl
WIN ROCK
It was a benefit for the
at SECOND
Center
community school in Santa Fe,
and they did come out with a
decent profit. Ochs asked only
expenses, then turned around and
asked for even less so they could
net a little more. In an interview
aired live from about 11:30 to
midnight Tuesday night over
KUNM, he said he does a lot of
benefits because of his personal
views about the "music industry"
and because he loves to travel.
Although he was born in El Paso,
Ochs said New Mexico was one of
tht• <>ight states hP had never
visited. He said he plans to stay a
few days and look around the
Santa Fe/Taos area.
0 chs offered an interesting
program of mostly old songs
which illustrated his· idealogical
progression from patriot to civil
rights worker to JFK and
McCarthy supporter to protester
to cynical radicaL The "message"
songs, even those written some
years ago when conditions were
supposedly worse, elicited loud
cheers and applause from the
1971 audience. Best received was
his updated version of
"Mississippi"- probably his most
scathing political song- in which
he substituted the name "Richard
Nixon" for every "Mississippi":
"And here's to the schools
(courts, police, governor, etc.} of
Richard Nixon . . . Richard
Nixon, find yourself another
country to be part of."
A fine Diamond . . . the right Diamond is traditionally one of
Ochs offered a few breaks in
.the most important parts of a Perfect Engagement. We're ready
the political satire, including a
number about a figure important
to be of Special help at this Special Time •• ,
to his '50s generation but
relatively unknown to the current
Came and See . . . DOWNTOWN or WINROCK
one- James Dean. Although not
all his songs are political they all
carry great emotional impact, and
he has a unique voice which often
adds
to the emotion but also slips
F. D. FOGG and Company/Jewelers
into the maudlin at times.
1971 . . • Our 50th Year

A Perfect Engagement ...

Charles Andrews

In Concert

Second Albuquerque Appearance

He said some teachers hear
about "the miracles that can be
performed" by putting
hyperactive children on such a
drug as Ritalin and believe this is
the answer to any behaviour
problem.
Ritalin is considered part of the
amphetamine family of drugs.
Photo by Chuck Feil

'Veteran Protestor'

Phil Ochs sang Tuesday night
for a benefit concert for the Santa
Fe community school. In a live
KUNM interview last night Ochs
said he does a lot of benefits
because he likes to travel.

Guitar Recital, 'The Trial'
Highlight Weeks Events
What could possibly turn out to
be the premier event of the season
takes place at Popejoy Hall this
evening at 8:15- the lute and
guitar recital by Julian Bream. If
you heard how thrilling Andres
Segovia was in his concert here
some time back and regretted
missing it (as I did), you've got
anoLht>r chance. Many proclaim
hitn even a finer master than his

former teacher, Segovia.
The first half of the program
will be entirely on the Jute, all

16th century compositions. He
will switch to guitar after
intermission, playing
compositions ranging from Bach
to 1970.

** *

UNM drama department's "The
Trial''- an appropriate
coincidence, with the trials
they've been having latelyopens tonight at 8:15 in the fine
arts Recital Hall and plays
through Sunday.
Albuquerque Little Theater's
"The Glass Menagerie" must be a
hit- they're holding it over for
March 23 and 24.
The UNM Chamber Orchestra
has a concert Sunday at 4 p.m. in
the Recital Hall.

Chicago plays Tingley Coliseum
this Sunday, with tickets priced at
$4.50. Grand Funk will be there
April 1, their price being $5.
(Outrageous, but tlll'y're getting
$6 in some places.)
Old Town Studio presents the
"The Birds And The Boys" March
25-28.
The Barn has "The Tender
Trap" playing- I'm going tonight
so I can tell you if it is one (like
"I Do, I Do") or if they are again
offering good dramatic fare (like
"The Rainmaker").
Charles Andrews

However, it has the opposite
effect in children than it has in
adults, calming children down
rather than exciting them.
"We get a lot of mail from all
over the state from parents who
have been told by teachers they
will not teach their children unless
they are on medication," he said.
"Many are trying to fight the
system," he said. "They do not
see it as a problem of medication
but as drugs. They want to tell us
what's going on in schools. Many
are relieved to hear there is
someone who is interested on a
state level," he said.
A special report prepared by
the department's special
education division said two
persons in that division were told
by teachers their children should
be on Ritalin.
"In effect what the teachers
were saying was that they were
not capable of teaching these
children," it said. "What is more
interesting is that both of these
children have progressed quite
normally once they were
advanced to the next grade and
maybe, a more competent
teacher.

Bad bone infections, like
tuberculosis, can be arrested but
never really cured - and a new
study at UNM school of medicine
may help find some answers to
this problem.
Lewis Overton M.D., associate
professor in the department of
orthopedics, has been awarded
$6000 from The Upjohn
Company. The grant will be used
in a drug study that will involve
chronic osteomyelitis (bone
infection).
The investigation will take
place at the Veterans
Administration Hospital, which is

UNM School of Medicine is
included in this month's issue of
McCall's magazine.
In an article entitled
"Introducing . . . The
Supernurse," the national
magazine reports on several
programs throughout the United
States designed to relieve the
physician's workload.
It describes the UNM medical
school's clinic at Estancia, which
is staffed by Ms. Martha
S chwabeck, a registered nurse.
Schwabeck received special
training in diagnostic techniques
at the medical school before
working at the clinic in Estancia.
She is connected to the medical
school doctors by a direct

Fly Trans-Love to
Europe

$239
Boeing 707-first class
New York-London
(round trip)

June-September
Call Wed. & Thurs.
268-4oG3
4-6 PM

OPEN 24 HOURB

Lim.itcd Seating

TRANS-LOVE

''Country
Cousin"
the new
Denim look.

Top ..... 9.00
Skirt .... 15.00

,,
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Diamond Duo
6Diamonds

- - -

..

v:{~

His$97.50
Hers$97.50

'

A reflection of things to come. Sleek, understated designs in 14 Karat gold. Of special
interest, our own exclusive Wed-Lok® series-matched wedding bands sparkling with
diamonds. Peerless values from the world's largest jeweler, Zales.

Diamond Duos

Diamond Trios

18Diamonds

buy one sundae for regular
price, get second for 1¢
This Thurs. & Fri. only

11 Diamonds

His $125
Hers$125

$225

.
6Diamonds
His$55

2300 Central SE

9Diamonds

Hers$55

$300

MIDWESTERN UNIVERSITY
FOREIGN STUDIES PROGRAM 1971 - 1972

Location:

THIS SUNDAY!

Chicago
Tingley Coliseum, Sunday March 21, 8:00pm
Tickets $4.50 advance from: Record Rendezvous, Grinder Factory,
Beau Britches, Exchangc·A-Tape, Reidlinrrs
Downtown, Mirandi.
h
Or $5.50 at the door.
A KQEO-Go1dcn Star Presentation

FRANCE: University of Rennes
GERMANY: University of Regensburg
SPAIN: Univmify of Oviedo
ierm:
September through May
Program:
Academic year conducted on the intermediate and advanced level
offering Intensive studies in language, literature, humanities and
civilization, educational travel ond cultural activities.
Credit:
24 to 34, all transferable state-university credits.
Admission: Prerequisite Is ono year or equivalent of college credit In the lan·
guago with the grade of "B" or bettor and good academic standing.
Costs:
French and Gorman
Texas Residents:$ .8!5.00
Program:
Non·Resldontso $1,115.00
Spanish Program,
Texas Residents:$ 840.00
Non-Residents: $1, I 40.00
For tho lull academic yoar covering tuitlo~, lees and round·trip
·
transportation New York-Place ·of deslinatlon-N.iw York., ··J
For Dotolls Write To: Dr. F. J. Backhaus, Director
· ·../
Foreign Studies Programs
-··"
Midwestern University
3400 Taft
Wichita Falls, Texas 76308

Use one of our convenient payment plans

ZALES®
JEWELERS

Illust•atfons enlarged

STUDENT ACCOUNTS INVITED

265-6931 /San Mateo at Lomas N.E.
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telephone line, and doctors from
the medical school visit the clinic
twice a week.
"Doctors are overworked,
nurses are underused and
underpaid, patients are
neglected," the article states.
"Now all three are benefiting
from a revolutionary new idea:
the decision to train nurses to
practice what borders on
medicine.''

a primary teaching hospital for
the UNM medical school. Darwin
Palmer M.D., chief of the VA's
infectious disease section, will be
the chief investigator.
Overton, who is chief of the
orthopedic service at the VA
Hospital, will be the
co-investigator on the grant.
"Chronic osteomyelitis is a
disease very difficult to cure,"
said George Orner M.D., chairman
of the medical school's
department of orthopedics, "and
it is hoped that this study will
result in a new effective
antibiotic,"

sale

•

Estancia Medical Clinic

:iY1ed School Studies Bone Disease

Washable fabric,
50% Polyester,
50% Cotton. In
Solid color Blue,
with knit trim, Red
& muc. 1u nior sizes.
by Four Corners.

sundae

that many of these
recommendations for medications
are based upon a teacher's
inability to effectively meet the
responsibilities of teaching," it
said.
Donaldson said some parents
beg doctors to prescribe some sort
of medication for their children
whether they need it or not. He
said Ritalin may be "the greatest
thing on earth" for students with
certain problems.
The report agreed on this point,
saying "There appears to be many
positive aspects for the use of this
drug with children, if utilized
appropriately."
However, Donaldson said, "I
question the numbers of children
that are being put on
medication."
The department does not have
any specific figures on the total of
children on various kinds of drugs.
The Ingham County School
District recently reported that 3
percent of the general elementary
school population was on Ritalin
alone, Another 13 percent in
special education programs were
on Ritalin.

Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Win rock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily

Sports

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Visiting Professor

Fem Cage Team Performs
Against Locals Saturday

(

The UNM Women's Basketball
Team will sponsor a tournament
this weekend at Carlisle Gym.
Lobo subs and pups will be
pitted against Albuquerque Indian
School and the Henry's
Restaurant team. Games begin
March 19 at 7 p.m. and March 20
at 10 and 11 a.m.
The public is welcome to any
of the three free games.
Debbie Ruff, graduate student,

rnA !._~~.vtl'tCYh/Ji...
-.
va,
._n+Q

• • • FOR FASHION IN

BOOTS

coaches both teams for the first
time this year. Ruff chose the
Lobos from a large group that
came out for the team this season.
The overall height of the Pups
seems to have reached or even
overtaken the average of the
Lobos. Senior members of the
Lobo team seem to think that the
Pups have height, agility and other
qualities ·necessary for a good
team.
Later this month, the Lobos
will compete with West Mesa High
School of Albuquerque.
The women's season will end
with these two tournaments .

Mathematics Seminar
Mathematician P. Revesz of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
will address a mathematic~
department seminar March 18, at
3:30 p.m. in Mitchell Hall, room
219.
Revesz' talk on, "Properties of
Empirical Density Functions," is
free and open to anyone
interested.

•

...
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Arizona will use the
Veer-option as its offensive
system for the 1971 football
season.

$20.99
AFFORD~BLE

SPEND A YEAR

FASHIONS BY
JOHNSONIAN

-

Southwestern poet Keith
Wilson will read from his works
March 19, at 8 p.m. at the honors
center lounge in the west wing of
Zimmerman Library. The reading
is free and open to the public.

Forum Series

:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflflllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllflfllllll

The Student Association of the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints is starting their
spring semester Forum Series
March 19, with a guest speaker
every Friday afternoon at 12:30,
Judge Vern Payne, will speak
on "Law, Freedom and Restraint"
this Friday in Union, room 231-D.

Victorian Architecture
Gable ornaments and
photographs recording some
remaining examples of Victorian
architecture in Albuquerque, will
be on display at Lhe Museum of
Albuquerque until April 11,
Hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Tuesday to Friday, 1-5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

<l
~-.,

"""""''·-photo by Ed Scoble

Contemporary Horseman

WITH

CLASSIFIED

Top honors for No. 9 as he bridges the final jump. Last week's
Mota Cross competition drew 300 entries to Albuquerque's West
Mesa. The hill climb racing is scheduled March 21, south of
Albuquerque Dragway. Entries for the competition will close at 12
p.m.

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7r p(>r word, 20 word mini ..
mum (81.40) llt>r timt• run. If ad i-. to
run five.• or more ronst•rutive dnyH wlth
no L'hans:w;:~ tht• rnt~) i~ r(•durc.•d tu ;;t•
per word nnrl th~ minimum numlwr of
wortL<J to 10.

WHICRE: JournnliHm Building. Room
205, nfh.•rnoont> prl'fl'rnllly or maiL

CaHing Yom
lllflllllllfllflllflll~llllllflllllfllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllflflllllllllllflfllllllllflflllflllfllllflllfllll
Thursday, March 18
Powet Cells; Union, room 23 i noon
Film "Flow Visualisation;', Farris
Engineering Center, room 143~Ai noon
Karate Club; Union, lobby; 2:30
P.m.
Popejoy Visiting Professor;
Zimmerman Library, room 277-B; 3
p.m.
Art Department; Union~ theater;
3:30p.m.
Rally Committee; Union, room
231-D; 4 p.m.
Gamma Sigma Sigma~ Union, roo1n
231; 6:30 p,m,
Gay Liberation Film: Union,
theater; 6:30p.m.
Tutoring; Union, :room 250-C: 7

EX-VOLUNTEERS
ON CAMPUS TODAY
FIRST and GOLD

Placement Center

247-4347

\

8-5

\

"Eioguent,_11_oetic and
worshiR,ful ••• one of the
best of Bergn1an' s

creations, as subtle as
'Wild Strawberries'
but solider
\'l:::~r;
in substance."~

By RICH REIN
Sophomore Jackie Conners
drilled an inside · the ·park, grand
slam home run in the first inning
and hit a two-run triple in the
eighth as New Mexico defeated
Denver, 12·9, in a see-saw,
windswept game on Lobo Field.
Only a succession of fly balls
lost in the wind and ordinary
chances muffed by players
blinded by sand made Conners'
final heroics necessary or
important. Denver, playinll its
first game, committed three
C'tt'Ort;~

whil~C

New M<"xico

wa.s

charged with four. Less of the bad
Juck was with the Lobos, who
made the big plays in the field and
at bat in the final innings, when
they counted most.
Denver had gone ahead, 9-5,
with rallies in the fifth and sixth
innings. But in the bottom half of

-Time Mogozme

Fri.
A

the sixth Ken Johnson and Ron
Adair delivered consecutive rbi
singles. Following a walk to Bob
Faford, Johnson scored on wild
pitch and Adair came in on a
sacrifice fly by Rick Wicks, to tie
the score.
With Adair pitching thE> final
three innings, the Lobos kept the
Piuneers in check. Faford, playing
with the wind and sun in his face
in right field, caught a twisting fly
at his shoe tops to end the Denver
eighth. In thl' ninth Conners, who
had been playing way towards
cente-r

to

compensut.e

for

Uu.•

ll

:Ht.~a:;ton,

TALKING CAN STI\AIGH'rEN OUT a lot
of thinJ-rs. Anora is OJl('n nJI day ::mil all
night, northw(';it rorn<>r of l\h~1a Vi!'ita.
277-3013.
~~--

2tl;i---- Journnli!<im Buildinn·. 3.!22

2t
-

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

-Bodey Crowlfler, N.Y. Times

"Bergman at his most
powerful! A sexual
frankness that blazes
a new trail. Wonderful,
marvelous, shuddering
performances."
.JANUS FILMS

Sun.

-.Archer W;ndtnJ N.Y. Pod
PRESENTS

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

( THfSIIEICE

Me~rch 19-20-21

6:00-8:00- T0:00 P.M.
SUB Theater
ASUNM Film Committee

AND TIIE CPLTURAL PRO<;RA:Vf COMIVIITTEF
present

SCHWINN LADIES' SUP£R SPORT®

• Extra light alloy ·
steel frame
• 10-specd

cie~aille,ur gears

• Twan-St•k1 M goar

$127 • 95

shift controls
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---~~

-~-~-~------

--~-=~

-~

FOUND: A PAIR OJ.' J,Ar>Y'S GLASSI~S.
11c>tw<:'en R('hool of Husinc·.:~s and Holtona

linJJ. Grc>Pn rns<'. brown fromc>. HoUc>rt

WPib. 2i7-ri1R9. 3l1R
-

~-

-·----~ ~"'-~~=-- --~

3l SEHVICES

"=

~-=-- < ~~---'--=

UNJ\1 WORKING MOTHERS: will rar~
for your rhilclr<"n durim:': day. Rf'ru;on~
nhle ratc.-s, C"nll :Mary nt 26G·31"2R nft('r 6
--~~~ 3~!23 . ----~~---- -~-~ ~-~---0·
P~;OPLl-:: MORNING MANIA MUSIC Is
OP<'n. RC'('Ord~, r<>rords, rceortlq nt th<>
eh<'np. <"h('ap('r, C'hl'nPc..st prir<~. 110
Mornins:side N.I<J. 265·9831. 0PC'n ~v"ry
dny 10 AM·mitlnight to SC'r'V"e" you:.-the
Jl(tOJl]r. Dig itt S/22
~--~---

·11

----

- ~

---

~

~--~- -~~----

FOH HENT

Ot•e~flou·
ll'~indou· lf'1tter

Rab)' Mol'ing

Spurs: Union, room 231 .. 0; 7 p.m.
Wagon Wheo! Square Dancing Club;
Johnson Gym, room 184; 7 p.m.
Christian Scieonce Organization;
Union, room 230; 7 p.m.
Bahai~ Union, room 250-D; 8 p.1n.
Sociology Club~ Union, room 250-A;

l

8 p.m.

[i)reat
for
the
whole
family
...
from grandparents to grandchildren.

FOR SALE

with full factory guarantee. Nntionnlly
nd\'C'rtized lJrand to ba sold ior $29 {>3.Ch •
1\!onthly paym~nts nvnilnble. Unlted
Frpight Snles 1 3tl20 Snn Mateo, open 9
to 9. 2/·l

"A scenic, singing, sumptuous show... Magnificent,
Breathtaking ... lfyou're fed up with 'R'
movies, here's avisually glorious 'G'!"

-··•-····---·--~ '"-----o~--

l!l{l!t l\lGBG'l'. \Vir<> wlw<.>l:-;. AM-Fl\f. I•;xt.
2~44 tlny:;;. ~!l~~lG70 ('\"l•ninJrs. :l.· lH
("OVIm YOUR BODY with our I>Ody "hirt
F-alP. Shirtt1 only $5. Lobo Mc-ns Shop.
212iJ f'<-ntrnl ~.I•;. 3'1ii
---

~·

~'~----

---~-~------~=--

-Ladies Homo Joumal

=-~-

E:IIPI.OY.\IENT

COLLEGI·~ H'l'UIJJ~NT: PrC'pnrl' no\\" for

Uw husinC':-:::1 \\'Orlcl. Choo.~c ~·olu· own
houm. S(')J non·llollutimt Jlroducts to
}l()mP. and indust1·y. CnJJ 2GG ..2200. 312:1
.
PART Tll>m WORK--~:o01l mon<•y! Call
Gn1c at 206·3043. 3/23
l'OUPLI~S, WORK PART TIME toward
-~-----~

~----=

""""~-

__...-_•• ••IL.IIO.

"Anyone interested in
entertainment is
guaranteed his
money's
worth."

-----~-~~~-~-.

huiltlinr:- n btmin('.1r.l. IntroduC'tOr!r" m«•timr. l>'ridny K 11m, Ilu;.;pitnlity H0c:1m.

l··ir~t Nntiounl H:inJ~ I~nvt. 3 ·HI
..
OVI-:HS}:AS JOBS FOR STUIJI~NTS
Austrnlia, t<:uro]Je, South America, Af·
rira. vlc. All profC"Ssion:1 nncl oC'cupatiom;,
$700 ID ~000 monthly. Expenses paid,
0\'()rtirn(>, sightseeinr;. I•,rce inforrnntion.
WritC' 'l'WA Itcseart'h S('rVi<'c, Box
l"HJt.JI.,V, Snn Dil'go, CnUC. tl2105.
---=-c~~~~- ~--~-=--~-----------------

=-------~~----~--~----~---·

GI,AMOIWUS !'OSITION: Earn S2.60
Bhow hour Jdvin~ beauty sl10ws. SGG-[1347.
3·'19

....._.

See it together ... Make
"Sonu of Norway"
your own family party.

'L~-

71 .\IISCELLANEOUS
WANTED :

LOBO

Lc::l:::T:::Tc::-L=E-~L::-E:-•A""G"'u=g

BASI~BALL neC"ds n eoaeh for

n. junior
l<'llm ngc, S nnd 9. t'nll 268-972o after
6:00 p.m. 3/19
GlRLS-s!Drt n t~nm for Derby Dnys. Cnll
2·12~0009, 3/23

Jl!YB MONTHS OLD runic chow 1D give
to n nice home. Cnll 266-0562. 3/23

RESERVED SEATS NOW AVAILABLE
Coli 298-5445 For good Seats Seating
GALA NEW MEXICO PREMIERE!
FOX WINROCK

--~---=-

Qui<>t and p]C'asant surroumHnr.-~. No
t'hildr(ln or Pl'l..s p}('as('. $R7.50 including
uli1itim. IA>S I~una.ll, 8()5 ..7~!10. 3/19

-~--~~---------~~-,.~-~-----·-·-·-~---

I

LOVEI,Y UNFURNISHND 2 m:DROOM
HOUSE. Carpeting-,. drnPM. slov(.>. Walkin~ distanr" UNl\1. $130/month plus
Utiliti<'.''~ .. l'"OUJI)p only. ('hiJdT(>J1 WC'l('Oml',
2iio-10R3. 3!23

5l

FORSALE

~-··---~~~---~--.,.-~

1960 MGB~l\UchPlin tirc>S~Wir(' whet'ls-

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

Ius::-s..uute rat•k-~J!ood top nnd l"<'ar windowf

vory "ood rondition. Cnll 344•3947 after
4. 3/24
--·-~---~

1971 HAMBURGERS. Wher•? I•'RONTJgR
RESTAURANT aero'" from Pop.,joy
Hall. The lnt<'St in brofll'<l food. Call 266__g_660.!or_ordcr."_ID go~ 7 :ao~ to 7 ::J~G/6
360 ec JAWA MOTORCYCLN with Doll
. helmet 600·'1"~.__!40~00. 266·2837. 3/23
BLACK COI\IJ JHo:I.U!OTTOlllS. Avnilnbl~ only nt Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central S.E. 3/22
t9o7 -Po1iSCiri~ 912. I~xccH('nt. condition:
346-2351 nflcr 6 )Jm. 8/19
KAWASAKI MACH iu, ·r,-'-o"'-o~,~o.""'$-76~0-.24363!10. 3/19

-EU:GISTER!m----~-==-o--SIBERIAN HUSKY Puppy.
'I"ht•pe months old. Shot.'i. trcrms. 877 ..
071i7. 3/1P

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (!hot's 20 words)

5¢ per word if some ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in fu(l prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Persona Is
.5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING _ _ __

----~-·

JULIAN
BREAM

.NliJW STNIU~O CASSJlj'rTJ;j lU~CORDJ~Jt..
PLAYgn with AM·l,~M muJtipJcx rndiOt'
scmarnl~ turntable nnd apt"nlt~rn. $159.00
or low monthly pnymonts. United l•'rcight
Snl~s, 3020 Snn Mutco, open !.1 to !l,

/10~~-~~--

NlcW COllll'ONNNT SICTS coml>l~te wlth

lnrrr~ nt·orc~mionnl fwt·f('_.q Gttrrnrd 1.'1mng-~
AM~l1'M mutltpl~x atcr<-'<rrudio_ nnrl

crs.

four sP<'tt.kl"'l" HYStem with jacks for hc>nd:;ot, tapodork nnd mik•. $110.05 or low

tt10nthly PnYmt:-nt-a. United

3!120 Sun lllntco, open

PRICE

-----~

.. ~--....- .

11~reight

n to

Sntm,

9, 3/10

=-----------~-

SPRING PANTS SALN. Rod, white & blue
•tri)>cs & pnt.tol'ha. Only $4. I.obo l\lon'a
Shop, 2120 C'f'ntrnl S.l~. 3/lli
:Pon1•.Ani.!.t"Tv•s:Tao. t.6
Wyoming N.J>:. 2r.5-iiOR7. 4/2

Phone 277-HI21

ao

~

LOBO
. NEW.,ME;XICO
... . .. , •..
'

'

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

1968 VOI,KSWAGEN BUG AU'1'0l\1ATIC,
r:·rrl:'n, ncrfcd; rondftion, $t,:mo. 2GR ..
6083, 2ij6-2887. 3/18

Thul'sday Mardt I H~-8: J 5 P.M.
Tickets -~5.50, 5.00, 1.50, H.50
UN:\f Students With Activity Cards.

Y:i

~

. ~

.

NBWT.Y l•'URNISHED AND RBm:c.
ORATED one bl'droom npartmPnts.

PANASONIC--mi 820 8 trnck tape r_,:rordPr with AM .. li,M stereo rcel!iver;
nmplifiPr, fl))l'nkcrs nnd nccessor1cs. Thre(!
monthR old. 277·4960 nfl••• G. 3/10
I 070 I<AWASAIO lllACH JI!, only 2600
miles, oxccllont condition, $821>. 206·
77H3. 3/18

TJIE INC:O:VJPARABLE

YIRTPO.SO Urn: & <alfTAR
Tops in .. riding ease with new wide
range derailleur gear< and· Twin·Stik'"'
shift controls, Quick release hubs,
Schwinn 27" x 1W' nylon sporh tour•
ing tires,· center pull caliper brakes,
comfortable lightweight saddle.

~-- -~·

I.OS'l": IN ItOOl\1 21!1 Mitrll<'ll Hnll. Blu<•
Untt•tl r:ln1;:.:t:o in n. hln<•k NWl'. Call 242 ..

will offc:•r Dt.•fl'V(•.r· a rt•turu

Sat.

LO!'T & FOI':'ill

Ef>heJIIJ

Bride Strif>l•ed Bm·e
Pu!Je

UNJ\1 P.O. Box 20

(JJ

NOTICI•i: ALr, ('T,ASSU'l!m ADS mtmt
he.• in by 3 p.m. to t·un tlw fol!owin~ day.

lOc BEER

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

=·----~~--~-

THUNDI·:Himm · UNM"s Student I.itcrary M:mazin~ if:; tnldm:: nrt ''•ork, photo;rrnphy-~ fktion, and llfJC>try for it..q
RPrintr li:::~;u~. I>C'adlin£>, At•ril ]!lt. Honm

OKIE,S

"INGMAR BERGMAN HAS MADE A
THOUGHTFUL, ENGROSSING,
SHOCKING FILM •.• PIERCING,
STARK AND UNSETTLING!"

--"-·-------'0'00-~-

W'ilhcrJpootJ
Tbe Arti.rl Sfoeak.r

AllJU(J\:Cl'qU(l, N.!ll. 87106

----~~~·-·~-~-~~J

--

Penn)' Bright~afld jimmy

Clns~ifiPil Arl\'~rtisinrr

5l

••

i.r Dog Sf•el/cd Backtt•ardJ
Rile
Bloalingloaling

~

~ NBW ZIG-ZAG SBWING :MACHINES

One player who couldn't
readily blame the wind for his
woes was Lobo starter Wendell
Franke. The righthander hl'ld the
Pioneers to two singles through
the first four innings. But he
walkl'd t.he first two men he faced
in the fifth, threw two wild
pitches, walked two more men
and gave up a bloop singll' to
center. That, coupll'd with Billy
Smith's throwing error on a
grounder lo short, blew the first
lead that Conn<'l"s had provided.
Thl' Lobos, now 6·3 for the

wind, raced all the way back to match this afternoon at 3. Chuey
the left field line to pull in Charlie Armendariz will start.
Parker's fly. The Lobos turned
LINE SCORI~
that into a game-winning double Denver
000 054 000-·.9 9 3
Mexico
400 104 03x··12 13 4
play by alertly calling an appeal New
For<tn Diamond (6), Kaml,•r (6) and
play by Carl Mayfield, who had Parker; Franke, Irwin (6), Adair (7)
Surber. IIR.·Conners (Nlll),
started from first to third on the and
lllalaeek (D). W-Adair (1·0). L-Kaml<'r
fly, but didn't touch second as he (0·1).
returned t<> first.
Faford 's catch in the eighth
Open Season
came after the senior right-fielder
BOSTON
(UPI)-·John D.
blew two similar chances in the
sixth, each of whieh resulted in "Jack" Drummey opened his
Denver doubles and paved the candidacy for the city council
Thursday, saying burglars had
way to the short-lived ll'ad.
launched "open season" on
residents of the back bay section
FUN
FUN
where he lives. He said his house
had '>.~een burglarized three times
in 18 months.
While he talked a thit>f stripped
a front door lock and stole a
record player from his apartment.
Every Tue. 5-6 PM
D rummcy discovered the
break-in, reported it to police, and
Pizza Slices 15¢
went out to dinner. While he was
gone another burglar smashed a
Dancing Every Nite
window and tried to gE>t in, but
failed. Drummey had
Central at University
burglar-proofed his windows
FUN
FUN
earlier.

PEHSONALS

THE EXTREMITIES OF
EVERYDAY EXPERlENCE

p.m.

TI·~H.MS: Pa~·mPnt mu~t liP made• in full prior to im~<!'rtion of nth•crtisl'ment

Lobo Nine Wins 12-9 Cliffhanger

Poet

The UNM Tutoring project will
hold a seminar discussion March
18, 7:15 p.m. in Union, room
250-C. Those interested in finding
out about being a tutor should
come at 7.

"The Trial"
A dramatization of Franz
Kafka's "The Trial" will be
performed at the fine arts recital
hall March 18·21. Curtain time of
the University theatre's
production is 8:15. For
reservations call 277-4522 or
277-4402 from 1-5 p.m. and after
7 p.m.

Arizona's 1971 football team
has two ArnEson's and one
ArnAson; two Crums; two
McKee's; two Wallace's and two
White's.

STYLISH,
COMFORTABLE
AND REASONABLY

UNM Tutoring Project

Louis Gottschalk, visiting
Popejoy professor, will meet with
students in a "rap session'' March
18, at 3:30p.m.

'.

'

-.;;-· .. ,

-$6o. 4¥£

.t(~:i'/!_lfl

l

·~.·

Thursday, March 18, 1971

ENCLOSED$. _ _ __

PLACED

BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Shame on Lobo
To the Editor:
Shame on you for printing the
attached letter (from Barbara G.
McClintic protesting the concrete
power towers). Several months ago
the question of alternatives to that
power line was a front page story in
the Albuquerque Journal for days.
Pictures and text described the route
the line would take, the reactions of
affected homeowners, alternate
routes, underground vs. overhead
lines, methods of financing more
aesthetically pleasing alternatives ...
in short, quite complete, competent
coverage. The Albuquerque News
also covered the story.
The McClintic letter shows anger
and indignation, which is fine, good
even. But it also shows a most
pitiable ignorance. Anyone who can
write "the electric company or
whoever is responsible" is not to be
published.
I suggest that in the future you
might improve the quality of debate
on public issues by returning letters
of that type to their authors with a
tactful suggestion that those authors
learn something about the subject of
their concern before spouting off. A
possibility: "We would like to
publish a letter with this point of
view, but would prefer one that took
into account previous public debate
of this power line and of Public
Service Co. of New Mexico policies.

New Juarez
To the Editor:
It seems that the mall on the
north side of the Union has turned in
to a modern version of Juarez. A
person can buy practically anything
that one could want, just by asking.
Homemade bread, candles, jewelry,
leather goods and records are among
the latest acquisitions to the area.
In recent years, all a student had
to be worried about when entering
or leaving the Union was the
showering of pamphlets and mimeo
sheets; now one must guard his
wallet for fear of losing his money. I
even heard the record dealer yell to a
passer-by, "If I don't have what you
want, I'll get it."
The University officials should
take note of this situation, because
obviously the barterers are making a
profit at the business, and with the
constant talk of raising tuition and
not having enough money to cover
the budget, maybe they should
invest in a business of their own out
on the mall. Or, maybe they already
have!
LeRoy Huenefeld

Distortion
Total - 247 professors, 100
To the Editor:
percent.
I read in The Lobo a letter of
Micha Gisser
distortion written by Judy Carey.
Let me put things straight. Harry
Stumpf and I wrote a letter to
President Heady as attached.
As to the 500 faculty members
Food Complaint?
To the Editor:
who did not respond to our
questionnaires, one cannot tell for
Do you have a complaint about
sure how they feel about parking. I
the food at Hokona or La Posada? Is
make no assumption as to their
the
quality of your food good
views. Apparently Carey does. At the
to· support a rat or mouse?
enough
least, my information is statistically
hard. He~s, apparently, is emotional.
Having once been a resident of
On Jan. 7, 1971, we sent
Albarado I have found these
questionnaires . concerning the issue
complaints well founded. While
of parking to all faculty members.
residing there I found no recourse
About. 250 professors responded.
for my complaints, and I even
Those who responded were
worked there! I have found a man
distributed as follows:
who is concerned about a cleaner
.Believe that UNM has an
and healthier establishment, Peter
obligation to provide reserved
Griego. He is the chief sanitarian of
parking for every member of the
the Albuquerque Department of
faculty and faculty secretaries - 232
Environmental Health. If you direct
professors, 93.9 percent.
your complaint to him or his office
Disagree- 12 professors, 4.9
he will enforce the USA drug and
percent.
food regulations as well as the good
Others - three professor, 1.2
laws of New Mexico.
percent.
John F. Cullinan

I

lt
if
lr

I

!I

stories printed during the early stages
of construction."
Would you print a letter
suggesting that many convenient
parking spaces could be provided if
there were a bus service between the
north campus and the main campus?
Ralph Day

Bema

By ALFRED BERGMAN
Speaking for the Concerned
Youth, I would like to thank The
Lobo for publishing my letter
concerning Senate bill 201. We have
received many responses; among
them the interesting letter from
president pro tern and sponsor of
Senate bill 201, Sen. R.C. Morgan.
In my letter, I stated that the
Senate was attempting to dilute the
powerful vote of youth in the 1972

MEXICO

II

See the Albuquerque Journal for

federal elections by requmng only
18- to 20-year-old voters to register pending elections." We find little
in the county of their parents' assurance in his statement:
residence. Sen. Morgan replied in his "Incidentally, many of my closest
friends are people in the young age
letter that we have missed the group."
significance of his bill. I feel we hit
In closing, Sen. Morgan writes,
the exact significance of this bill, or
else the Senate would not have "you, as student leaders, should have
recalled it from the House for great influence on your campuses,
reconsideration and subsequently and your responsibility is very great
tabled it under increasing public to be sure your facts are accurate
awareness. Sen. Morgan himself before asserting your leadership."
If our facts are inaccurate, as Sen.
stated that "the bill is on the
Morgan
asserts, I ask him to explain
president's table, and, as far as I am
the
Senate's
reconsideration of
concerned, there it will stay."
Senate bill 201 and its death on the
Sen. Morgan continues: "Senate table.
bill 201 merely attempts to define
The following is the letter from
procedures regarding registration Morgan:
because of the dualism involved in
This letter is in response to your
the residency of college students."
This problem has already been letter in the Albuquerque Tribune of
resolved for 18- to 20-year-old voters March 8. Having been sponsor of
in federal elections by the voting Senate bill 201 and as a supporter of
rights act of 1970, and upheld by the the 18-, 19- and 20-year-old vote, it
appears you have missed the
U.S. Supreme Court. This act states significance
of several points.
that the only :requirement for voters
1) We do not have the vote for
shall be 30 days in the state prior to
18-,
19- and 20-year-olds yet. The
registration, and further residency
is to be voted on this year. It is
issue
requirements, literacy tests, or any
further stipulations - such as Senate true that this age group can vote in
bill 201- shall be unlawful. This federal elections, and whether or not
applies only to fed~ral elections, but the voters can be persuaded to
we are confident it will soon apply approve the vote for that age in all
elections depends largely on how
to all elections.
your age group conducts i~e~
We find it distressing that Sen. pending
elections.
Morgan claims that he is "a
2) Granting the right to vote will
supporter of 18-, 19- and 20-year-old
not
in itself alter the law concerning
voters," since he later says: "whether
or not the voters can be persuaded to the age of majority. Senate bill 201
approve the vote for that age merely attempts to define certain
procedures regarding registration
(meaning 18-, 19- and 20-year-olds) because of dualism involved in the
in all elections, depends largely on residency of college students.
how this age group conducts itself
3) I am sure you are aware of the

NEW

residence requirements in New
Mexico for \/oting and the provision
for absentee ballots. If students
desire to vote in the 1972 elections,
and they are freshmen in college,
they will have had to live in that
county the required length of time
before they can vote, which would
prohibit them from voting their
freshman year. The next summer,
when the primary and conventions
are held, they would be likely to be
somewhere other than the college
community and could better exercise
their franchise by absentee ballot.
4) The bill, SB 201, was
attempting to clarify some certain
points that may become confusing
to the young age group when they
present themselves for registering to
vote. However, the bill is on the
president's table, and, as far as I am
concerned, there it will stay.
I am enclosing a copy of the bill
for your purusal so that you may
examine its provisions yourself and
draw your own conclusions about
what it does and does not do.
I am concerned with youth and
have spent many years trying to
better education opportunities in
New Mexico. Incidentally, many of
my closest friends are people in the
young age group.
I hope I may have an opportunity
to meet you and discuss our mutual
problems sometime. You, as student
leaders, should have great influence
on your campuses, and your
responsibility is very great to be sute
your facts arn accurate before
exerting your leadership.
(Signed) R.C. Morgan

